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Abstract—Automated Program Repair (APR) is an emerging
research field. Many APR techniques, for different programming
language and platforms, have been proposed and evaluated on
several Benchmarks. However, for our best knowledge, there
not exists a well-defined benchmark based on mobile projects,
consequently, there is a gap to leverage APR methods for mobile
development. Therefore, regarding the amount of Android Appli-
cations around the world, we present DroidBugs, an introductory
benchmark based on the analyzes of 360 open projects for
Android, each of them with more than 5,000 downloads. From
five applications, DroidBugs contains 13 single-bugs classified by
the type of test that exposed them. By using an APR tool, called
Astor4Android, and two common Fault Localization strategy, it
was observed how challenging is to find and fix mobile bugs.
Keywords—Automated Program Repair, Mobile Development,
Benchmark.
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite a significant amount of the resources used in soft-
ware life cycle are applied to maintenance and evolution tasks,
many software still released with errors, resulting in various
consequences [1]. In this context, the field called Automated
Program Repair (APR) arises to reduce maintenance costs and
improve software quality. By applying diverse computational
techniques, APR aiming to automatically modify a buggy
program trying to fix one or more bugs.
In general, Computer Science researches employ Bench-
marks to investigation different approaches on solving prob-
lems and deal with incomparable or not reproducible results.
As a coming up research field, APR requires not only efforts
on proposing new methods but also creating Benchmarks to
evaluate the quality of new strategies and grant consistent
parameters for comparisons between them [2].
Although few years of racing, APR field has grown rapidly
then there are several Benchmarks specifically developed to
evaluate APR methods. Such data typically provide a set of
software projects, for one or more programming, containing
buggy and fixed versions of the programs, and a certain cate-
gorization to the bugs. For example Codeflaws [3], DBGBench
[4], IntroClass and ManyBugs [2] are Benchmarks for C or
C++, meanwhile Defects4J [5] is for Java, and, QuixBugs [6]
contains Java and Python projects.
All previous Benchmarks are based in and intended to help
development of software for PC platform. However, the usage
of smartphones has increased in last years, archiving 2.7 billion
users, being Android the Operating System running in 77%
of all mobile devices. With about 3.3 million apps available
at the Android store, the number of downloads for such a
mobile OS is higher than software for PC. Hence, applications
on Android must be also maintained by Automated Program
Repair approaches.
Therefore, considering the aforementioned scenario, we
introduce the DroidBugs a Benchmark with real and repro-
ducible bugs, collected from five open source mobile projects,
allowing to evaluate and improve APR techniques developed
for repairing Android applications. DroidBugs presents 13
single-bugs, 7 revealed by instrumentation tests and 6 by local
unit tests, the local of the bug, the buggy and fixed versions,
and the test suite.
The contributions of this paper may be summarized as:
• Introduce and provide the first public Benchmark for
APR in the context of Android development;
• Apply a recent APR tool, Astor4Android1, and report
results on localizing and repairing the bugs in the
Benchmark;
• Point out important challenges to produce a Bench-
mark for mobile APR based on open source projects.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the method-
ology of the study is described in II, the description of
the Benchmark is presented in III, an evaluation is reported
in section IV, a discussion is conducted in V and, finally,
conclusions are in section VI.
II. METHODOLOGY
This section aiming to describe the procedures used to
compound DroidBugs as well as justify some decisions. The
consequences of the choices are discussed later in section V.
A. Selecting projects
To select projects to include in DroidBugs, we considered
ones listed in F-Droid2, a catalogue of FOSS (Free and Open
Source Software). It was filtered only the projects available
on GitHub which is the largest code host and versioning
control system [7]. Then, the projects were ranked by their
1https://github.com/I4Soft/Astor4Android
2https://f-droid.org/en
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popularity. Such a popularity is measured by its number of
downloads in Google Play (Google online store to provide
Android applications), followed by the number of commits on
the respective project in GitHub.
For guaranteeing a certain relevance, 360 applications
that had at least 5,000 downloads were selected. After, 50
applications were selected by applying as a criterion the use of
JUnit and ones with a test suite compound at least by 10 test
cases, in order to ensure that each project has a reasonable set
of test cases. JUnit is a unit testing framework for Java, being
the external library more included in GitHub projects written
in this language [8].
B. Collecting project versions
As Git is the versioning control system used in GitHub, a
Shell script containing Git commands was run on each selected
project to separate the versions in which the result of the test
cases presented changes, between two consecutive versions,
that typically indicate a fix of a bug. It was considered only
single-bugs, that is, single defects, revealed by instrumentation
test cases, unit tests run on an Android device or emulator, or
by local test cases, i.e., unit tests that run only on the local
machine, without real or simulated Android device.
The previous idea was implemented as follows. After
cloning the project’s repository from GitHub, the script filters
over commits those that refer to the words “bug” and “fix”,
concomitantly, in their message describing the modifications
made, that is, in commit message. Each separated commit was
named “PRJ Fix”, because it brings the developer’s fix to a
given error, and the version immediately preceding the fix,
the parent, was called “PRJ Bug” due to it may contain the
supposed bug.
C. Test cases execution
Still using Shell scripts, the test cases were executed in
both PRJ Bug and PRJ Fix versions, selecting as bug those
in which at least one test case negative in PRJ Bug becomes
positive in PRJ Fix, indicating that a defect has been fixed by
developers changes. We used the PRJ Fix’s test suite in both
versions because it is supposed to be more complete.
To run the test cases, we used the appropriate commands
from Gradle, the standard compilation automation system for
the Android Studio, an environment for developing Android
Apps. For the instrumentation tests, an Android Emulator was
created through AVD Manager. The emulator was initialized
without graphical interface, to efficiency concerns. First, the
test suite was run on PRJ Bug, and, whether there was a
negative test case, then the tests were applied on PRJ Fix.
III. THE BENCHMARK: DROIDBUGS
After collecting the versions through the tests execution,
18 bugs were obtained from 8 applications. At this point, it
was decided to consider only the bugs whose project would be
executed in Astor4Android [9]. Astor4Android is an adaptation
of the original library Astor to work with Android applications.
Astor is an automatic program repair library for Java with
generate-and-validate techniques [10]. For our best knowl-
edge, such a adaptation is the first and unique open source
tool for Automated Program Repair for mobile development.
Therefore, the initial version of the DroidBugs Benchmark is
compound of 13 bugs from 5 projects (Wikipedia, Kore, Poet-
Assistant, Habit and K9).
Table I summarizes the projects in DroidBugs showing
their category in Google Store, number of downloads, lines
of code and number of test cases available.
As table shows, the projects included in Benchmark have
at least 100,000 downloads from Google Store, denoting their
relevance. Moreover, the heterogeneity, which is an important
characteristic for the Benchmark efficacy, is confirmed once
only two projects are from the same category. Finally, knowing
the almost of APR techniques depends on test cases, the
projects in Droidbugs have from 128 to 1,351 test cases.
Regarding the Benchmark structure, bugs are grouped by
their project and carry other relevant information inside their
own directory, as shown at Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the DroidBugs Benchmark structure.
In the illustration figure, one can see the Benchmark is
organized first by directories for each project, inside those there
are all bugs of the correspondent application. The name of each
bug’s directory is the identifier of the commit that repaired the
respective bug. In bug’s directory there are many important
parts as directories and files, including compressed data.
The first group of files for each bug is compound of some
zip files. PRJ Bug.zip contains the complete version in which
the bug was found; PRJ Fix.zip has the version responsible
to correct the bug; and, PRJ Bug appName version.zip is
TABLE I. PROJECTS SELECTED TO COMPOUND THE BENCHMARK
Project Category Downloads LOC Test cases
Wikipedia Android Books and References 10,000,000 197,569 446
K-9 Mail Communication 5,000,000 208,785 1351
Kore Play and edit videos 1,000,000 401,950 131
Loop Habit Tracker Productivity 1,000,000 103,890 286
Poet Assistant Books and References 100,000 82,962 128
a version of PRJ Bug modified to able for running in As-
tor4Android [9].
Test suite directory contains Test Cases in which there
are all files with test cases from the fixed version; PRJ Bug
has the reports from test suite execution over the buggy
version; and PRJ Fix the reports from test suite execution
over the fixed version. Meanwhile Files previous contains the
files of the buggy version that were modified by the PRJ Fix
commit, and, Files uptaded has the files modified in the fixed
version commit.
Finally, there are some txt and sh files. changes.txt
contains the changes made in PRJ Bug version to enable
its execution in Astor4Android, resulting in the version
PRJ Bug appName version; diff lines.txt has the diff be-
tween the buggy and fixed version; diff test.txt has a list
of test cases that changed their results in PRJ Fix in com-
parison to PRJ Bug; file diff.txt is a list of files modified
by PRJ Fix; and, appName version.sh is a script to run
PRJ Bug appName version in Astor4Android.
For summarizing the Benchmark information, Table II
shows versions, bugs, type and number of test cases of every
projects included in DroidBugs.
TABLE II. BUGS, TEST CASES AND VERSIONS OF EACH PROJECT IN
DROIDBUGS. “I” AND “L” REPRESENT INSTRUMENTATION AND LOCAL
TEST CASE, RESPECTIVELY
Project Versions Total of Bugs Tests cases (I/L)
Wikipedia Android 389 6 0/6
K-9 Mail 87 3 2/1
Kore 4 2 2/0
Poet Assistant 12 1 1/0
Loop Habit Tracker 7 1 1/0
As can be seen, the project (Wikipedia Android) with more
versions (289) is also the one containing more bugs (6), and,
all its bugs were exposed by local test cases. In the other
hand, both Poet Assistant and Loop Habit Tracker with 12
and 7 versions, respectively, have only 1 bug, revealed by
instrumentation test.
DroidBugs Benchmark is completely free and available at
GitHub3. We really appreciate you join us on the effort to
leverage the automated program repair in mobile context.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
As stated before, the Astor4Android is the unique known
tool for automatically repair a mobile application, thus, we
3https://github.com/I4Soft/DroidBugs
use it to experiment the proposal Benchmark. Yet, all ap-
plications collected use Gradle as the standard compiler, but
Astor4Android requires javac, then, it was created the version
PRJ Bug appName version with the needed modifications.
Since Astor4Android uses the negative test cases to locate
errors and only considers the correctness of a project when
all the test cases are positive, the test cases that have negative
results when executed in PRJ Bug and PRJ Fix were removed,
because they are not related to the bug fixed.
After preprocessing the project, Astor4Android performs a
procedure called Fault Localization, that consists of locating
the possible place of the error. In such a procedure, available
test cases are executed to obtain coverage data and estimate,
through a given formula, a suspicious for each lines of code,
that is, a probability of the line be the cause of the bug. From
lines with higher chance to contain an error, Astor4Android
generates variants of the buggy application, according to a
repair algorithm. When a variant compiles and allows all
test cases to be positive, such a variant is considered as a
fixed version. Both fault localization and repair algorithm are
parameter of Astor4Android initialization.
To find the local of errors, for each PRJ Bug of the
13 bugs, the tool was executed using common formulae to
fault localization, Ochiai and Tarantula [11]. The results were
classified in a ranking according to the suspicion value of each
line and analyzed using the wef metric, which measures the
wasted effort looking for lines where there is no defect and
acc@n [12], that counts the number of errors located in the
first n positions of the ranking, for n equal to 1, 3 and 5.
In Table 3, an identical performance of the two formulae
in relation to the acc@n metric is observed. For wef, the best
performance of Ochiai is influenced, mainly, by the greater
number of defects not located by Tarantula. All bugs not
found by both techniques are exposed by unit test case of
instrumentation.
TABLE III. RESULTS OF FAULT LOCALIZATION WITH OCHIAI AND
TARANTULA OVER ALL BUGGY VERSIONS
Formula acc@1 acc@3 acc@5 wef bugs not found
Ochiai 4 4 5 677.53 3
Tarantula 4 4 5 839.61 5
Trying to fix all 13 bugs, Astor4Android was run using its
three repair algorithms, JGenProg, JKali, and JMutRepair, for
each bug. The first algorithm employs genetic programming
to evolve individuals in order to find an individual who
corrects all the defects of the under-repair App. The second
tries to find a solution by removing features from the under-
repair application. The last one generates mutants from the
application applying pre-defined mutation operators at lines of
code returned by the fault localization algorithm.
Unfortunately, none of the three APR algorithms repaired
any bugs present in the Benchmark. Often, generated vari-
ants of the buggy application presented compilation errors
and those that compiled did not turn all negative test cases
into positive ones. These findings reinforce how hard is to
automatically repair a bug in a mobile app as well as the
relevance of having Benchmarks to evaluate and improve the
APR techniques for this type of program.
V. DISCUSSION
The results obtained can be analyzed under the prism of
the difficulties and challenges from the methodology adopted
and issues about Automatic Program Repair for Android itself.
Considering all existing Android applications, many of them
were impossible to use due to some constraints defined to
standardize the projects in the Benchmark. Although popularity
and greater use were the criteria for choosing the required
features, satisfy such criteria reduced the search space of
bugs. Therefore, we believe that is necessary to loosen some
constraints to increase the number of achievable bugs.
From the millions of Android apps, only about 1,500 are
open source and listed by F-Droid. Some of these projects are
not hosted on GitHub or even do not apply versioning control.
Most of the projects, listed in the phase “Selecting projects”, do
not have a satisfactory number of test cases or were not written
in Java. Thus, only 50 applications remained to continue for the
phases “Collecting projects” and “ Executing test cases”, and,
consequently, limited the final applications in the Benchmark.
During bugs mining process, it was notice a missing
evolution of the test suite. We observed for some projects,
although there was a set of reasonable initial test cases, they do
not evolve simultaneously to the code. Thus, there are bug fixes
without addition or modification in the test suite, which makes
it impossible to discover the error. It was attempted to create
test cases manually from the commit message and changes
introduced by it. However, this strategy was not effective in
time spent, since it requires a great deal of knowledge of the
application code, which is a very expensive task.
Finally, many of the filtered commits coming from the 50
selected projects do not compile in both versions PRJ Bug
and PRJ Fix; or, there is the addition of new methods and/or
classes in the version in which the bug was fixed. This addition
generates compilation errors in PRJ Bug when using PRJ Fix
test suite, because the test cases use the code snippets included
in the fix commit. For up caming versions of DroidBugs we
intended to consider this kind of bug classifying them as
“omission errors”.
VI. CONCLUSION
Automated Program Repair (APR) is a recent research field
that have gained attention in last years. As another compu-
tational areas, APR approaches requires well-defined data to
compare existing ones or evaluate new methods. Unfortunately,
despite the huge dissemination of mobile apps on Android
platform, for our best knowledge, there is no public Benchmark
to APR algorithms for mobile apps.
Therefore, we presented DroidBugs the first public Bench-
mark based on open source Android projects. Composed of
5 Android applications, DroidBugs provides 13 single-bugs
revealed by two type of test cases. By applying an APR tool
called Astor4Android, all bugs were investigated regarding to
locate and fix them. Challenges to mining the bugs and the
results obtained on experimenting them may be useful for next
efforts in this research field.
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